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Motivation

Gapped phases of quantum
many-body systems at T = 0.

Examples: IQHE, topological
insulators and superconductors,
FQHE, spin liquids, fractons, ...

Assumptions:

Systems on a lattice in Rn with finite number of degrees of
freedom per site and local interacting Hamiltonian.

The ground state is unique and gapped.

Equivalence under deformations of the Hamiltonian which do
not close the gap.

If the system has a symmetry, we may require that
deformations are symmetry preserving.



Motivation

If H1 and H2 are gapped and have the same ground state, then
their linear interpolation λH1 + (1− λ)H2 is also gapped and has
the same ground state.

The space of Hamiltonians with the same ground state is
contractible.

Quasi-adiabatic evolution: for a path of Hamiltonians H(s) we can
construct a Hamiltonian G (s) (with certain locality properties)
that evolves ψ0 into ψ1.



Motivation

Trivial phase: tensor product of on-site pure states.

We say that two gapped states are in the same phase, if one can be
obtained from another by a composition with an ancillary system in
a product state and an evolution generated by a local Hamiltonian.

[X-G Wen and collaborators]: The information about the phase
should be encoded in the entanglement patterns of the state. How
to extract it?



Invertible phases

Phases can be stacked. This operation is associative,
commutative, and has a neutral element (the trivial phase),
and therefore phases form a monoid.

Invertible elements form an abelian group. We call its
elements invertible (e.g. IQHE, topological insulators).
[Kitaev]

Non-invertible elements are called long-range entangled or
topologically ordered (e.g. FQHE, spin liquids, fractons).

Goal: Classify invertible phases.

Remark: all free fermionic systems are invertible [Hastings 2007]



Invertible phases

Kitaev conjecture: the ”spaces” of invertible phases form a loop
spectrum (in the sense of homotopy theory): Bn ∼ ΩBn+1.

Conjecture: the spectrum coincides with the spectrum of invertible
unitary TQFTs [Freed, Hopkins 2016].



Mathematical description

Free systems: K-theory of some C ∗-algebra (Roe algebra)

Interacting: ???

What we want from the formalism:

Allows to work with ”fuzzy” versions of quantum circuits
needed for quasi-adiabatic evolution.

Infinite volume.

Locality and stabilization are built-in.



Algebra of observables

A ”lattice” Λ ⊂ Rd (a Delone set) with finite dimensional
Hilbert spaces Vj for each site j ∈ Λ (dimVj are either
uniformly bounded or grow not too fast).

An algebra Aj = End(Vj) of on-site observables for every site
j ∈ Λ.

For a finite Γ ⊂ Λ we define AΓ =
⊗

j∈Γ Aj .

The algebra of local local observables A` = lim−→
Γ

⊗
j∈Γ Aj .

A UHF C ∗-algebra A of quasi-local observables which is a
norm closure of a ∗-algebra A`.

A state (positive linear functional) ψ : A → C. We use a
notation 〈·〉ψ. For systems at T = 0 ψ is pure (i.e. it is
extremal in the convex set of states)



Almost local observables

A ∈ Aa` iff for some j0 ∈ Λ and all r ∈ N it can be
approximated by a local observable on a ball Bj0(r) with an
O(r−∞) accuracy.

In detail, let fj0(A, r) = infB∈ABj0
(r)
‖A − B‖ and let

‖A‖j0,α = supr∈N(1 + r)αfj0(A, r).

A ∈ Aa` iff ‖A‖j0,α <∞ for all α ∈ N and fixed j0.

‖ · ‖j0,α is a seminorm on Aa`; the topology defined by these
seminorms and the norm ‖ · ‖j0,0 = ‖ · ‖ makes Aa` into a
Frechet space (complete metric space with a
translationally-invariant metric). In fact, Aa` is a Frechet
∗-algebra

Equivalently, Aa` is the completion of A` with respect to
these (semi)norms.

By A|A we denote the truncation of A to a region A.



”Nice” derivations

A 0-chain is a function F : Λ→ Aa` such that

‖F‖α = sup
j
‖Fj‖j ,α <∞.

The space of 0-chains is a Frechet space C0(Aa`)

0-chains act on Aa` by derivations:

F : A 7→ adF(A) =
∑
j

[Fj ,A]

The map ad : C0(Aa`)×Aa` → Aa` is Frechet-continuous

A derivation is ”nice” if it has the form adF for some
self-adjoint 0-chain F

We define truncation F|A of a 0-chain F to a region A by
(F|A)j = (Fj)|A.



LGAs

Let F(s) be a continuous 1-parameter family of self-adjoint
0-chains. Then the equation

−i dαF(s)(·)
ds

= αF(s)(adF(s)(·))

has a unique solution which gives us a 1-parameter family of
∗-automorphisms of Aa`. We call such family αF locally generated
automorphism (LGA).

Lieb-Robinson bound: for O ∈ Aa` almost localized at j the
observable αF(O) is also almost localized at j .



Locally generated automorphisms

LGAs form a group:

αF ◦ αG is an LGA generated by G(s) + (αG(s))−1(F(s))

(αF)−1 is generated by −αF(s)(F(s))

the unit element is generated by F = 0

We define the action of LGAs on states by

〈O〉αF(ψ) = 〈αF(O)〉ψ.

and say that states ψ and αF(ψ) are LGA-equivalent.



Quasi-adiabatic evolution

For a family H(s) =
∑

j∈Λ Hj(s), s ∈ [0, 1] of gapped Hamiltonians
let

G(s)ds :=

∫ ∞
−∞

W∆(t)τt(dH(s))dt. (1)

where τt is an evolution generated by H, and W∆(t) is a real, odd,
bounded, superpolynomially decaying for large |t| function with
Ŵ∆(ω) = − i

ω for |ω| > ∆.

Then αG (s) corresponds to a quasi-adiabatic evolution:

d

ds
〈O〉ψ = 〈i [G,O]〉ψ.

[Hastings 2004; Bachmann et al 2012.; Ogata, Moon 2019]



Invertible phase

A product state is a pure state ψ0, such that
〈AB〉ψ0 = 〈A〉ψ0〈B〉ψ0 for observables A,B strictly localized
on different sites.

State is in the trivial phase, if it is LGA-equivalent to a
product state after stacking with another product state.

State is invertible, if it is LGA-equivalent after stacking with
another state.



States as ”defects”

A more natural way to stabilize is to consider states on a lattice in
Rd+1 which rapidly approach a factorized state ψ0 away from a
d-dimensional subspace. Can obtain such a state by starting with
an LGA which preserves ψ0 and truncating it to a half-space.

αF|A

Invertible states in d dimensions ↔ states produced by truncation
of LGAs in d + 1 dimensions which preserve a pure factorized state
ψ0.



G -equivariant states

In the presence of a symmetry group G we assume that it acts
on A by a conjugation with on-site unitaries in representations
Rj . We denote the corresponding automorphisms by w (g).

In the same way we can define G -equivariant phases by
considering G -invariant gapped states up to equivalence by
G -invariant LGAs. We call G -equivariant invertible phases
G -invertible.

Note that some states might be in the trivial phase
(disregarding G -symmetry), but non-trivial G -invertible phase
(SPT phases)



0d invertible states

All invertible 1d states are trivial.

The space of states is CP∞ ∼= K (Z, 2). The only non-trivial
homotopy group is π2 = Z.

Over a smooth family of states M we can construct a line
bundle with the characteristic class

1

2π
[〈F〉ψ] ∈ H2(M,Z)

where F = dG + 1
2 [G,G].



1d invertible states

Without loss of generality we can assume Λ ∼= Z.

Area law: for any 1d gapped state the von Neumann entropy
S = −Tr ρ log ρ of any interval is uniformly bounded
[Hastings 2007].

It is believed that all gapped states in 1d are in the trivial
phase (based on MPS approximation).

The area law implies that the state satisfies the split property
[Matsui 2011], i.e. that the von Neumann algebras
MA = Πψ(AA)′′ and MĀ = Πψ(AĀ)′′ for a half-line A are
Type I von Neumann algebras.



1d invertible states

All invertible 1d states are in the trivial phase. [Kapustin, NS,
Yang 2020]



1d invertible states

All invertible 1d states are in the trivial phase. [Kapustin, NS,
Yang 2020]



1d invertible states: remarks

All invertible 1d states are in the trivial phase. [Kapustin, NS,
Yang 2020]

The space of states is expected to be K (Z, 3).

Over a smooth family of states M one can construct a line
bundle gerbe with the characteristic class (”higher Berry
class”)

1

2π
[〈H〉ψ] ∈ H3(M,Z)

[work in progress]

In the fermionic case it is believed that there is a single
non-trivial invertible phase: Kitaev chain.



1d G -invertible states

Based on the MPS approximation it was proposed that 1d
G -invertible states are classified by H3(G ,Z) ∼= H2(G ,U(1))
(projective representations of G ). The index was first rigorously
defined for a finite group G by [Ogata 2018].

The class [ν] ∈ H2(G ,U(1)) can be represented by a function
ν : G × G → U(1) satisfying

ν(g , h)ν(gh, k) = ν(g , hk)ν(h, k)

up to equivalence

ν(g , h) ∼ ν(g , h)
β(g)β(h)

β(gh)



1d G -invertible states

Let w
(g)
+ be a truncation of w(g) to a half-line. For a G -invariant

ψ, which is LGA equivalent to a product state ψ0 we have

=
w

(g)
+ κ(g)−1

υ(g ,h) = κ(g) ◦ w
(g)
+ (κ(h)) ◦ (κ(gh))−1

[〈υ(g ,h)〉ψ] ∈ H2(G ,U(1))



1d G -invertible states: remarks

The construction doesn’t use the Hilbert space associated
with ψ.

The class [ν] ∈ H2(G ,U(1)) is independent of the choice of
the additional data.

The index is locally computable.

Multiplicative under composition.

It is an invariant of a phase.

It is complete: if two phases are different, then they have
different indices. [Kapustin, NS, Yang 2020]



1d G -invertible states: example

Let W be a projective representation of G that corresponds to [ν]:
U(g)U(h) = ν(g , h)U(gh).

The on-site Hilbert space is Vj ∼=W ⊗W∗. The state ψ is a tensor
product of states ψj corresponding to vectors 1√

dimW 1Wj⊗W∗
j+1

.



2d invertible systems

It is believed, that the space of 2d invertible states is
Z× K (Z, 4). A representative of the generating non-trivial
phase (a conjectural ”E8 state”) has not been constructed
explicitly.

K (Z, 4) leads to Higher Berry class (line bundle 2-gerbe over
a family of 2d states) and indices for SPT phases.



2d SPT states

For a finite group G it is believed that G -invertible state are
classified by H4(G ,Z) ∼= H3(G ,U(1)) [Chen, Gu, Liu, Wen 2011].

One can define H3(G ,U(1))-valued index [Ogata 2021; NS 2021]
using ideas from [Nayak, Else 2014].

The class [ω] ∈ H3(G ,U(1)) can be represented by a function
ω : G × G × G → U(1) satisfying

ω(g , h, k)ω(g , hk, l)ω(h, k, l) = ω(gh, k, l)ω(g , h, kl)

up to equivalence

ω(g , h, k) ∼ ω(g , h, k)
µ(h, k)µ(g , hk)

µ(gh, k)µ(g , h)



2d SPT states

=

w
(g)
+ κ(g)−1

υ(g ,h) := κ(g)◦w
(g)
+ (κ(h))◦(κ(gh))−1 = υ

(g ,h)
− ◦υ(g ,h)

+ = υ̃
(g ,h)
− ◦υ̃(g ,h)

+

=
υ

(g ,h)
+ ν(g ,h)−1

ι(g ,h,k) = υ̃
(g ,h)
+ ◦υ̃(gh,k)

+ ◦
(
υ̃

(g ,hk)
+

)−1
◦
(
κ(g) ◦ w

(g)
+ (υ̃

(h,k)
+ ) ◦ (κ(g))−1

)−1

[〈ι(g ,h,k)〉ψ] ∈ H3(G ,U(1))



2d SPT states: remarks

The construction doesn’t use the Hilbert space associated
with ψ.

The class [ω] ∈ H3(G ,U(1)) is independent of the choice of
the additional data.

The index is locally computable.

Multiplicative under composition.

It is an invariant of the phase.



2d SPT states: example

A non-trivial example for any [ω] ∈ H3(G ,U(1)) was constructed
in [Chen, Gu, Liu, Wen 2011].

Let V be a vector space with a basis |l〉 for l ∈ G . The on-site

Hilbert space is V(x ,y) =
⊗4

a=1 V
(a)
(x ,y) with V(a)

(x ,y)
∼= V. The on-site

action of G is defined by

U (g)|l1, l2, l3, l4〉 =
ω(l3l

−1
4 , l4, g)ω(l4l

−1
1 , l1, g)

ω(l2l
−1
1 , l1, g)ω(l3l

−1
2 , l2, g)

|l1g , l2g , l3g , l4g〉

The state ψ is a tensor product of states ψ(x−1/2,y−1/2)

corresponding to vectors

|ψ(x−1/2,y−1/2)〉 ∼
∑
l∈G
|l〉(1)

(x ,y) ⊗ |l〉
(2)
(x−1,y) ⊗ |l〉

(3)
(x−1,y−1) ⊗ |l〉

(4)
(x ,y−1)



2d SPT states: example

p
(∂A)+(∂A)−

2 1

43



Further remarks

For G = U(1) the index can be constructed using similar
techniques. It is related to electric Hall conductivity.
[Kapustin, NS 2020]

It is expected that for d = 3 invertible sates are classified by
H5(G ,Z), but for d > 3 the cohomology classification for
unitary action of G is known to break down [Fidkowski, Haah,
Hastings 2019]

In order to apply our techniques to d > 2 a better
understanding of lower-dimensional invertible states without
any symmetry is needed.

For fermions the index was constructed for d = 1 [Bourne,
Schulz-Baldes, 2020; Matsui 2020; Ogata, Bourne 2020].


